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Abstract
This article examines the case of the Song emperor Huizong (r. 1100–1125) in order
to explore the dragon as an imperial image in China. Huizong put images of dragons on
the bells and cauldrons he had cast, paper he had printed, and stones he had inscribed.
His paintings catalogue singled out those paintings of dragons and fish as a distinct category, something no earlier classification of paintings had done. His antiquities catalogue
included numerous discussions of dragon imagery on ancient objects.
Huizong’s two “double dragon” seals are given close attention, as seals are a material
object with close ties to emperorship from early times. Huizong’s double-dragon seals
were in no sense conventional for his time and place. First, they do not depict words or
characters, but are pictures. Yet the pictures seem to resemble characters at first glance—
they are made out of connected, curved lines. In addition, there is the question of why
there are two dragons rather than one, despite the fact that the emperor was a singular
individual, the “one man” of classical tradition. Two possible sources for Huizong’s innovation in the design of his double dragon seals are considered in this article: his collection
of antiquity rubbings and his interest in Daoist talismans.
These seals encourage us to think about the material culture of imperial sovereignty
in a new way. What made the emperor an emperor was a set of practices and conventions
that did not change each time a new ruler acceded to the throne. To work, they had to be
timeless. Most of the dragon imagery connected to the throne represents the office of the
emperor. Yet emperors were at the same time individual men, with personal habits, preferences, talents, and quirks. By Song times, personal seals were a common means of
expressing individual identity among literati. Huizong found a way to take the dragon—
the symbol of his office—and have it also function as a symbol of himself. This suggests
that even with an institution as dominating as the imperial one, there was still room for
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more private, creative uses of material and visual culture. For Huizong, the image of the
dragon played a part both in making the throne seem remote, linked to the authority of
antiquity, and in making it approachable, linked to popular culture.

Key words: Emperor Huizong, imperial dragon material culture, imperial
institution, seals

Historians of China have as yet made little use of material and visual culture in
their analyses of China’s cultural development, leading to a view of Chinese culture
that is disproportionately verbal and intellectual. By contrast, for European history,
there is a long tradition of drawing from the history of art, architecture, and material
culture to provide rich portraits of the culture of an age.1 One reason historians of
China have not followed European historians’ lead is undoubtedly that less survives of
ancient and medieval Chinese cities, palaces, and monuments. But other types of material evidence do survive, and there are rich textual sources that can be mined to reconstruct many of the material and visual dimensions of Chinese culture.
A richer, more nuanced understanding of Chinese history is possible when we
acknowledge that Chinese culture did not consist solely of words, but also of images,
spaces, colors, objects, spectacles, and performances, all carrying a welter of meanings. Much of the time, of course, there is a complementar y relationship between
words and material things, with words used when they are most effective, but things,
sounds, movements used when words alone do not suffice. T his is not always the case,
however. If all that the visual and material did was reinforce concepts and ideas
already conveyed in books, it would not be necessary to take the time and make the
effort to reconstruct what was happening visually, as it would not add much to our
understanding of the culture of the time. Elements of material and visual culture, in
other words, are especially interesting when they seem in tension with the established
understandings or to contest principles strongly asserted in widely circulated texts.
T hus, we always want to ask whether and in what ways the verbal and the visual reinforce each other, fill in gaps left by the other, do things that are hard to do in the other,
or work at cross purposes to each other.
Chinese rulership is a subject that indisputably had important material dimensions. T he imperial institution was constituted not just of ancient ideas about the Son

1. I have in mind classics by scholars like Ruskin, Burckhardt, and Huizinga, to contemporar y
works, such as Simon Scharma’s Embarrassment of Riches (New York: Knopf Publishers, 1987).
See also Francis Haskell, History and Its Images: Art and the Interpretation of the Past (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1993).
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of Heaven, textual practices governing the submission of memorials and issuance of
edicts, and accumulated traditions of prerogatives and obligations. Also worth scrutiny
are the accumulated practices that demonstrated imperial dominance, majesty, and
splendor. Imperial rituals may be known today through texts but at the time words
were just one element: the experience of participating or observing was shaped as
much by music, color, and movement. Palace compounds created spaces that shaped
how officials interacted with their sovereign and how the sovereign was seen by larger
publics. Emperors exploited their ability to overwhelm, building palaces and gardens
of huge size, collecting thousands of palace women, parading through the streets with
twenty thousand honor guards. Yet the palace precincts themselves were not generally
open to view, and even high officials rarely got to see the palace women or the treasures stored in palace warehouses. Both the openly displayed and the carefully concealed sides of the material underpinnings of imperial majesty deserve to be investigated in depth.
In earlier essays, I have examined several elements in the visual and material culture of the Song throne, such as the processions through the capital when the
emperor left the palace, the ritual use of painted and sculpted portraits of imperial
ancestors, the display of imperial calligraphy on stone stelae, and the interplay
between private and imperial art collecting.2 In this paper, I am slicing into the larger
subject at a different angle, looking at one of the symbols most closely associated with
the throne—the dragon. When and where did the throne employ the dragon? What
form did imperial dragons take?
It must be admitted that the dragon was a very complex image. By Song times
dragon (long 龍 ) imagery already had a long history, one that involved many different
strands that over time became tangled.3 T he dragon was a mutable creature par excel2. Patricia Ebrey, “Portrait Sculptures in Imperial Ancestral Rites in Song China,” T’oung Pao, 83
(1997), pp. 42–92; “ T he Ritual Context of Sung Imperial Portraiture,” in Wen Fong ed., T he Arts of
Sung and Yuan China (Princteon: Princteon University Art Museum,1999), pp. 68–93; “ Taking
Out the Grand Carriage: Imperial Spectacle and the Visual Culture of Northern Song Kaifeng,”
Asia Major, 12.1 (1999), pp. 33–65; “ T he Emperor and the Local Community in the Song Period,”
in Chū goku no rekishi sekai—tōgō no shisutemu to tagen teki hatten (T he World of Chinese History:
Unified System and Disparate Developments) (Tokyo: Tokyo Toritsu Daigaku Shuppankai, 2002),
pp. 373–402; “Huizong’s Stone Inscriptions,” in Patricia Buckley Ebrey and Maggie Bickford eds.,
Emperor Huizong and Late Northern Song China: T he Politics of Culture and the Culture of Politics
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard Asia Center, 2006), pp. 229–274; Accumulating Culture: T he Collections
of Emperor Huizong (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2008).
3. T here are many short overviews of the dragon image in China. See, for instance, J. Keith Wilson,
“Powerful Form and Potent Symbol: T he Dragon in Asia,” Bulletin of the Cleveland Museum of
Art, 77.8 (1990), pp. 286–323; Jessica Rawson, Chinese Ornament: T he Lotus and the Dragon (London: British Museum Publications Limited, 1984); Yang Xin, Li Yihua, and Xu Naixiang, T he Art
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lence; it was associated with both the sky and with bodies of water; it evoked both the
yin of water and the yang of the ruler. In the Yijing 易經, the dragon is associated with
the Great Man 大人, which by extension was taken to mean the man of moral courage
and later also the emperor.4 T he Li ji 禮記, Yi li 儀禮, Zhou li 周禮, and other classical
texts refer to dragons as decoration for the clothing, carriages, and flags of rulers and
nobles.5 Sima Qian 司馬遷 tells us that a dragon appeared to the future mother of the
Han founder in a dream, and from that time on emperors and dragons were linked.6
Dragons appears in the Li sao 離騷 drawing carriages in the sky and carrying aloft various divinities. From then on, dragons were associated with gods and immortality. T he
Queen Mother of the West 西王母 had a carriage drawn by nine-colored dragons and
was sometimes depicted with a dragon by her side. T he Liexian zhuan 列仙傳 refers
often to immortals flying off on dragons.7 T he dragon as the deity of water was also of
ancient origin. People prayed to the dragon during droughts, or conducted ceremonies
to coerce it into providing rain. 8 Also beginning ver y early, classifications of the

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

of the Dragon (Boston: Shambhala, 1988); Qiguang Zhao, “Chinese Mythology in the Context of
Hydraulic Society,” Asian Folkfore Studies, 48.2 (1989), pp. 231–246 and “Dragon: T he Symbol of
China,” Oriental Art, 37.2 (1991), pp. 72–80; Ka Bo Tsang, “ T he Dragon in Chinese Art,” Arts of
Asia, 18.1 (1988) pp. 60–67; Hugo Munsterberg, Dragons in Chinese Art (New York: China House
Gallery, 1971); Jan Wirgin, Sung Ceramic Designs (London: Han-Shan Tang, 1970), pp. 186–190.
A dated but still useful collection of texts about the dragon is found in M. W. de Visser, T he
Dragon in China and Japan (Amsterdam: Johannes Müller, 1913). T he fullest collection of texts
on the early history of the dragon is in Jean-Pierre Diény, Le Symbolisme du Dragon dans la Chine
Antique (Paris: Collège de France, Institut des Hautes Études Chinoises, 1987). T he recent book
by Chu Ge, Long Shi (Taipei: Chu Ge, 2009) is copiously illustrated and especially detailed on the
early period, from the Neolithic period through the Han dynasty.
On dragon imagery associated with the great man, see Martin J. Powers, Pattern and Person:
Ornament, Society, and Self in Classical China (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Asia Center, 2006), pp.
166–170.
M. W. De Visser, T he Dragon in China and Japan, pp. 39–42; Martin J. Powers, Pattern and Person: Ornament, Society and Self in Classical China, p. 104.
Sima Qian, Shiji (Records of the Grand Historian) (Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company, 1962), 2, p.
341; Burton Watson(trans.), Records of the Grand Historian of China (New York: Columbia University Press, 1961), 1, p. 77.
See Michael Loewe, Ways to Paradise: T he Chinese Quest for Immortality (London: George Allen
& Unwin, 1979), pp. 48–53, 105 ; Stephen Little, with Shawn Eichman, Taoism and the Arts of
China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000), pp. 154–155; M. W. De Visser, T he Dragon
in China and Japan, p. 83. For pictures of the Queen Mother of the West with dragons, see Chu
Ge, Long Shi, pp. 278–279.
On ceremonies to persuade the dragon to produce rain, see Edouard Chavannes, “Le Jet des
Dragons,” Mémoires concernant L’Asie Orientale, 3 (1919), pp. 55–220; Alvin P. Cohen, “Coercing
the Rain Deities in Ancient China,” History of Religions, 17.3–4 (1978), pp. 244–265; Michael
Loewe, Divination, Mythology and Monarchy in Han China (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1994), pp. 142–159; Brian O. Ruppert, “Buddhist Rainmaking in Early Japan: T he
Dragon King and the Ritual Careers of Esoteric Monks, History of Religions, 42.2 (2002), pp. 143–
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constellations led to identifying the green dragon with the east and opposing it to the
white tiger of the west, the vermillion bird of the south, and the black tortoise of the
north.9 T he yellow dragon was identified as an auspicious sign early on, and pictures
of yellow dragons began appearing among other auspicious things in the Han period
(fig. 1).10
A later addition to dragon imagery was the dragon of Buddhist origin, the nā ga,
which began as an Indian water god. In the Buddhist tradition, nā gas could represent

Fig. 1

Yellow dragon on Han stele for Li Xi 李翕. After Li xu 隸續, by Hong
Gua 洪适 (1117–1184) (Shike Shiliao Xinbian ed. Taipei: Xinwenfeng,
1977 reprint), 5, p. 17a–b.

174; Anning Jing, T he Water God’s Temple of the Guansheng Monastery: Cosmic Function of Art,
Ritual, and T heater (Leiden: Brill Academic Publishers, 2002), pp. 70–73.
9. See Joseph Needham, Science and Civilization in China, vol. 3: Mathematics and the Sciences of
the Heavens and the Earth (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1959), p. 242; Roel
Sterckx, T he Animal and the Daemon in Early China (Albany: State University of New York
Press, 2002), p. 103. For illustrations, see Jessica Rawson, Chinese Ornament: T he Lotus and the
Dragon, pp. 90–92.
10. Wu Hung, T he Wu Liang Shrine: T he Ideology of Early Chinese Pictorial Art (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1989), p. 237; Tiziana Lippiello, Auspicious Omens and Miracles in Ancient
China: Han, T hree Kingdoms, and Six Dynasties (Nettetal: Steyler Verlag, 2001), pp. 82–87, 99.
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disruptive forces that had to be subdued, but once subdued, were important guardians
of the Buddha and the religion, referred to as Dragon Kings. Buddhist nā gas in India
had snake-like bodies, but in China the term “nā ga” was translated as long and nā gas
were depicted in forms visually indistinct from dragons of strictly native origin. 11
In Song times, most of these strands of dragon imagery were present in one form
or another. T he common word for dragon (long 龍) was widely used in Song times,
especially in place names. T he connection between dragons and water probably
accounts for the numerous rivers, ponds, lakes, bridges, and so on that had “dragon”
in their name. Across the country people erected shrines to the dragons of the local
body of water (and sometimes also to the dragon’s mother or daughter).12 Dragons
appeared visually in many different media. Dragons were depicted on textiles and
ceramics.13 Dragon designs were sometimes carved into the stones of stone bridges
(fig. 2).14 All over the country, there were dragons to be seen at the top of memorial
stelae, including Buddhist stelae. 15 Sometimes dragons were to be found twisted
around the pillars of a temple, such as at the imperially-sponsored Jinci temple in
Shanxi (fig. 3).16 Rain-making rituals sometimes involved pictures or clay models of
dragons.17 Illustrated Daoist texts depict dragons that could be summoned (fig. 4).
11. For examples of nā ga as snakes in early Buddhist art in India, see Robert Knox, Amaravati:
Buddhist Sculpture from the Great Stāpa (London: British Museum Press, 1992), p. 125, 143, 222.
On Buddhist dragons in China, see Marsha Weidner (ed.), Latter Days of the Law: Images of Chinese Buddhism 850–1850 (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1994), p. 163, 366–371; Qiguang
Zhao, “Chinese Mythology in the Context of Hydraulic Society”; Brain O. Ruppert, “Buddhist
Rainmaking in Early Japan: The Dragon King and the Ritual Careers of Esoteric Monks,” History
of Religions, pp. 143–174.
12. Xu Song et al. (eds.). Song Huiyao Jigao (Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company, 1957), Li 20, pp.
60a–82b (hereafter cited as SHY); Sawada Mizuho, Chū goku no minkan shinkō (Chinese Popular
Beliefs) (Tokyo: Kōsakusha, 1982), pp. 168–248.
13. For examples of textiles, see James C. Y. Watt and Anne E. Wardwell, When Silk Was Gold: Central Asian and Chinese Textiles (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1997), p. 58, 64, 66, 68,
75–79. For examples of ceramics, see Jan Wirgin, Sung Ceramic Designs: figures, pp. 11–13,
plates pp. 68–70, and National Palace Museum, Qianxi Nian Songdai Wenwu Dazhan (China at
the Inception of the Second Millennium A. D. Art and Culture of the Song Dynasty, 960–1279)
(Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2000), p.135, 160–161, 163, 220, 233, 237.
14. For more examples, see National Museum of Chinese History, A Journey into China’s Antiquity
(Beijing: Morning Glory Publishers, 1997), pp. 20–24.
15. See Dorothy C. Wong, Chinese Steles: Pre-Buddhist and Buddhist Use of a Symbolic Form (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2004), passim.
16. See Tracy Miller, T he Divine Nature of Power: Chinese Ritual Architecture at the Sacred Site of
Jinci (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Asia Center, 2007), p. 92, 123; Chu Ge, Long Shi, pp. 328–329.
17. Jennifer Purtle, “Rainmakers: Dragons and their Painters in Song China,” in Eugene Wang ed.
An Ancient Menagerie: New Perspectives in t he Zoomorphic Imagination in Early Chinese Art and
Culture (Boston: Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum/Periscope Press, 2010).
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Dragon carved on a stone bridge.
After Pan Guxi 潘谷西 and He Jianzhong 何建中. “ Yingzao Fashi” Jiedu
《營造法式》解讀, p. 202.

Dragon wrapped around pillar
at the Jinci in Shanxi.
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Fig. 4

Dragon carrying a Daoist master in Tang period Daoist text, Shangqing
Qusu Jueci Lu 上清曲素訣辭籙, in Daozang 道藏 (Beijing: Wenwu Chubanshe, 1988), 34, p. 171.

Dragons were painted on the walls and screens of temples.18 Boats decorated to
resemble dragons were a source of amusement.19

18. For a list of some, see Guo Ruoxu, Huaji (Painting Continued), in Pan Yungao and Mi Tianshui
eds., Tuhua Jianwenzhi (Experiences in Painting) (Changsha: Hunan Meishu Chubanshe, 2000);
Alexander C. Soper (trans.), Kuo Jo-hsü’s Experiences in Painting (T’u-hua Chien-wen Chih): An
Eleventh Century History of Chinese Painting (Washington D.C.: American Council of Learned
Societies, 1951), p. 21.
19. For a picture, see National Palace Museum, Qianxi Nian Songdai Wenwu Dazhan, p. 175. On
Northern Song imperial dragon boats, see Stephen H. West, “Spectacle, Ritual, and Social Relations: T he Son of Heaven, Citizens, and Created Space in Imperial Gardens in the Northern
Song,” in M. Conan ed. Baroque Garden Cultures: Emulation, Sublimation, Subversion (Washington, D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks, 2005), pp. 291–321.
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T he ubiquity of the dragon
does not seem to have made it less
popular as an imperial symbol, and
dragons were especially prominent
in the visual culture of the palace.
During audiences, dragon-decorated flags, fans, and staffs were all
on display. During imperial processions, these flags and fans would
be taken out and paraded through
the city, giving spectators the opportunity to see them along with carriages carr ying dragon images.20
A design for a flag with rising and
descending dragons was included
in the early Song Illustrations of
the T hree Ritual Classics (see fig.
5). Emperors and empresses sat
on chairs decorated with dragons
and wore clothing with dragon
imagery.21 T he Dreams of Splendor
of the Eastern Capital (Dong-jing
Menghua Lu) mentions screens
Fig. 5 Flag with Rising and Descending Dragons.
depicting playing dragons and
Sanli Tu 三禮圖, by Nie Chongyi 聶崇義
dragons and water placed behind
(Siku Quanshu ed.), 9.3a–b.
the throne. 22 T he architectural
manual, the Yingzao Fashi, shows
several examples of dragons as possible designs to be used in palace buildings (fig.
6).23 Another place with much dragon imagery was the imperial tombs at Gongxian,
20. See Zheng Juzhong et al. (eds.), Zhenghe Wuli Xinyi (New Forms of the Five Categories of Rites, of
the Political Harmony Period), (Siku Quanshu ed. ), juan 21–23, passim; Patricia Ebrey, “ Taking
Out the Grand Carriage: Imperial Spectacle and the Visual Culture of Northern Song Keifeng,
Asia Major, pp. 33–65.”
21. See National Palace Museum, Qianxi Nian Songdai Wenwu Dazhan, p. 68, 71.
22. Meng Yuanlao, Dongjing Menghua Lu (Dreams of Splendor at the Eastern Capital), in Dongjing
Menghua Lu wai Si Zhong (Dreams of Splendor at the Eastern Capital and Four Other Books)
(Shanghai: Zhonghua Book Company, 1962), 7, p. 40, 41.
23. Li Jie, Li Mingzhong Yingzao Fashi (Li Mingzhong’s Building Standards)(Shanghai: T he Commercial Press, 1929), 32, p. 23a, 24b, 25b.
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Fig. 6
Dragon as building decoration in Li
Mingzhong Yingzao Fashi 李明仲營造
法式, by Li Jie 李誡 (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1929), 32, p. 23a, 24b,
25b.

▲
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Fig. 7
Dragon imagery at the Song imperial
tombs at Gongxian. Henan Provincial
Institute of Cultural Relics and
Archaeology, Bei Song Huangling, 66,
158; Liang Sicheng 梁思成 Yingzao
Fashi Zhushi 營造法式註釋 (Beijing:
Zhongguo Jianzhu Gongye Chubanshe,
1983), p. 51.
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where dragons were carved into stone bricks and other stone objects (fig. 7).24
Why did the palace make so much use of such a common symbol as the dragon?
Did the imperial dragon gain additional positive associations from depictions of dragons elsewhere, connected to cosmology, immortality, divinity, and the power to sustain
life through rain? Or did the imperial dragon suffer from the over-exposure of the
dragon image, making it too familiar and multivalent to evoke much awe in the imperial context? Could the imperial dragon retain its potency even if other groups in society used the image freely? Or was some sort of sumptuary restriction called for to
keep the dragon a potent and vital symbol for emperors?
Ample evidence makes the court of Emperor Huizong (r. 1100–1125) a good case
for considering these issues. One of the fullest compendiums on state ritual, the New
Rituals for the Five Categories of Rites of the Zhenghe Reign 政和五禮新儀, dates from
his reign. Huizong clearly wanted to associate himself with dragon imagery. Shortly
after his accession he had his old princely mansion renamed Dragon Virtue Palace.
T he stele that he had distributed around the country in 1104 had images of dragons
not merely on the top, where it was conventional, but all around the text (fig. 8).25 In
1105 he had bells cast which had a pair of dragons as a handle, based on a set of Zhou
bells that had been recently discovered (fig. 9). T he largest of the nine cauldrons he
had cast at the same time was decorated with images of the nine dragons.26 Two seals
Huizong used on paintings and calligraphies in his collection depicted pairs of dragons
(fig. 10).27 He used paper decorated with dragons for calligraphy (fig. 11).

Fig. 8

Dragons as decoration on an imperial stele erected at the Biyong Academy in 1104.
From rubbing held by the National Library of China.

24. Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Bei Song Huangling (Northern
Song Imperial Tombs) (Zhongzhou: Zhongzhou Guji Chubanshe, 1997), passim.
25. On his stelea, see Patricia Ebrey, “Huizong’s Stone Inscriptions,” in Patricia Ebrey and Maggie
Bickford eds., Emperor Huizong and Late Northern Song China: The Politics of Culture and the
Culture of Politics.
26. Tuo Tuo et al. (ed.), Song Shi (History of the Song Dynasty)(Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company,
1977), 128, p.2999.
27. For more examples of these seals, see Patricia Ebrey, Accumulating Culture: The Collections of
Emperor Huizong, p. 374.
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Fig. 9
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Pair of dragons as handle for bell cast at Huizong’s court. Collection of the National
Palace Museum, Taiwan, Republic of China.

Fig. 10
Huizong’s two
“double dragon”
seals.

Fig. 11
Dragons as printed
decoration on
calligraphy paper
used by Huizong in
1122. Liaoning
Provincial Museum.
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Huizong also took an interest in the painting of dragons. Huizong’s painting catalogue, the Xuanhe Painting Catalogue 宣和畫譜, singled out paintings of dragons and
fish as a distinct category, something no earlier classification of paintings had done.28
When new palace buildings were constructed in 1113, Huizong rejected the initial
painting of dragons in water on its screens and had the eunuch supervisor Jia Xiang 賈
祥 do them himself. Huizong’s painting catalogue praised the result: “[Jia Xiang] was
calm and collected as dragons emerged from the brush. He painted without planning
and yet the dragons few splendidly through the air.”29 T he closest we have to a painting by Huizong of dragons is a painting he made of a deeply faceted rock that had
“auspicious dragon” written on it. Huizong inscribed the painting and took credit for
the poem, the painting, and the calligraphy. T he poem described the rock this way: “Its
force is bounding and roiling, like a sinuous/serpentine dragon emerging to give form
to an auspicious response.”30
T he evidence is mixed on Huizong’s attitude toward dragons used outside the
imperial context. He had no qualms about shrines to dragons. During his reign he
approved dozens of requests for noble titles for shrines to local dragons. In 1108 he
issued an edict stating that the five dragon gods could all be enfeoffed as “kings”
(wang 王), and gave the separate titles to be used for the green, red, yellow, white, and
black dragons.31 Among the many dragons he enfeoffed during his reign were dragons of Sage Well 聖井, Tianmu Mountain 天目, White Pond 白池, Stone Cave 石穴, and
Jade Spring 玉泉.32
On the other hand, especially later in his reign, Huizong apparently decided that
counties 縣 with “dragon” (long) in their names were undesirable. Of twenty-one counties that had had “dragon” in their name, 17 had their name changed to eliminate the
word “dragon.” (T his stands in contrast to a complete absence of counties without
dragon in their name that had it changed to include the word dragon). Let me give a
few examples: In 1119 “dragons roaming” 龍遊 county was changed to “excellent
omen” 嘉祥 county; in 1120 “dragon rising” 龍興 county was changed to “treasure
abundant” 寳豐 county, and “dragon peace” 龍安 county was changed to “virtue peace”

28. Anonymous, Xuanhe Huapu (Painting Catalogue of Harmony Revealed Hall), Yu Jianhua ed.
(Beijing: Renmin Meishu Chubanshe, 1964), 9, pp. 154–163. On earlier systems of classification,
see Lothar Ledderose, “Subject Matter in Early Chinese Painting Criticism,” Oriental Art, 19.1
(1973), pp. 69–83.
29. Anonymous, Xuanhe Huapu, 19, pp. 297–298.
30. See Fu Xinian, Zhongguo Meishu Quanji (Complete Collection of Chinese Art) (Beijing: Wenwu
Chubanshe, 1988), Huihua Bian (Volumes on Painting), 3, pl. 46.
31. SHY, Li, 4, p. 19a.
32. SHY, Li, 20, pp. 66a–69b.
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德安 county; in 1121 “dragon spring” 龍泉 county was changed to Jian River 劍川
county. 33 T hese actions seem to be strong evidence that Huizong saw something detrimental in the common use of “dragon” in place names—the dragon should not be
used so casually and indiscriminately. Apparently there was resistance to these moves
at the local level because most of these changes in county names were rescinded in
the early Southern Song. 34
Further evidence that Huizong saw some value in restricting the dragon to the
throne, at least the long dragon, is found in an edict of 1111 which prohibited ordinary
people from using dragon patterns on textiles.35 T his rule was reiterated in a Southern
Song legal compendium, suggesting that it met less resistance than changing place
names.36 T he cataloguers of Huizong’s antiquities echoed this sentiment as well. T he
note on a curved handle, dated to the Han period, explained that the long dragon is the
largest of the 360 “scaly creatures,” and had been used as an emblem by rulers from
the time of Shun on, though the specifics of the rules changed over time. “T hus in
later ages, the clothing and decoration of subjects cannot make use of [the dragon].”
In the entry for a Tang squatting dragon, we are told that much imagery does not
carry meaning, but the long dragon does and as a consequence should not be used on
the clothing of subjects.37
Another reason Huizong makes an interesting case is his interest in antiquity and
antiquities. T he first sign of this interest dates back to the 1105 auspicious discovery
of a set of six bells inscribed “Bell of Duke Cheng of Song.” Huizong had several sets
of bells cast modeled on these bells, then began a project to collect other types of
ancient bronzes so that more authentically-ancient vessels could be produced for use
in court rituals. T his was coordinated with a lengthy process of reexamining the classical basis for each element in court rituals to evaluate when they should be revised,
33. Tuo Tuo et al. (ed.), Song Shi, 89, p. 2212; 85, p. 2117; 87, p. 2147, 88, p. 2176. It was not solely
the word ”dragon” that was problematic, but also other words that could be seen as references
to the throne, such as 君，主，天，萬年。See SHY, Fangyu, 6, p. 16a.
34. SHY, Fangyu, 6, p. 16a.
35. SHY, Yufu, 4, p. 7b.
36. Xie Shenfu, Qingyuan Tiaofa Shilei (Classified Legal Stipulations of the Qingyuan Period)(Taipei:
Xinwenfeng reprint of Seikadō manuscript copy, 1976), p. 8. Prohibition of dragon imagery in
clothing had also been issued earlier by Liao, and would be reiterated in varying forms by both
the Jin and Yuan courts, again suggesting that it reflected shared attitudes. See Schuyler Cammann, China’s Dragon Robes (New York: Ronald Press, 1952), pp. 5–9. Clearly the dragon
appealed to the Khitan as an imperial image. See Hsueh-man Shen (ed.), Gilded Splendor: Treasures of China’s Liao Empire (907–1125)(New York: Asia Society, 2006), esp. pp.134–135, 144–
145, 152–153, 224–225, 238–241, 312–313, 316–317, 322–323.
37. Attributed to Wang Fu, Chongxiu Xuanhe Bogu Tu ( Revised Catalogue of Antiquities Illustrated of
Harmony Revealed Hall) (Siku Quanshu ed. if not otherwise indicated), 27, p. 43a, 46a.
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when current practice could be retained even though it had no classical precedent,
and when new compromises should be adopted. T he resulting book called New Rituals
of the Zhenghe Period for the Five Classes of Rites was widely publicized and officials
were given incentives to not only adopt it for the rituals they performed but also to
make its contents known to the local population so that they would reform their rituals
as well.38 As Huizong’s collection of antiquities grew, he had it catalogued. T he entries
in the catalogue included not only discussions of their symbolism and readings of their
inscriptions, but also drawings of their shape and décor.
In his interest both in “recovering antiquity” and acquiring and studying ancient
bronzes, Huizong was not exceptional for his period. Beginning in the eleventh century, antiquities had been entering the visual culture of the literati elite. Many educated men took an interest in ancient bronzes and jades, especially if they had inscriptions on them. T hey collected them, wrote notes about them, and even compiled
illustrated catalogues of them.39 Much of the imagery on antiquities was interpreted
by Song scholars as representations of dragons of one sort or another, adding new layers of meaning to the image of the dragon, ones that carried the authority of antiquity.
Huizong’s catalogue of his antiquities has 840 entries, each illustrated.40 Five
terms were used in the catalogue to refer to what we call dragons: long 龍, kui 夔, chi
螭, jiao 蛟, and qiu 虯. T here are 163 references to long, 150 to kui, 124 to chi, 30 to
qiu, and 21 to jiao.41 Some combinations are also common, particularly kuilong and
jiaochi. In terms of physical traits, chi and jiao are both said to be like long but hornless, jiao like long but smaller, kui to have a single (pair of) legs.42 From the illustrations of vessels, it is often difficult to discern why one image is labelled long and
another chi, kui, qiu, kuilong, and so on. T his may reflect the fact that several scholars
worked on the compilation of the large catalogue, or that it was difficult to apply the
same criteria to vessels whose ages differed by many centuries. Still, a few generaliza38. Tuo Tuo et al. (ed.), Song Shi, 98, p. 2423.
39. See Robert E. Harrist, Jr., “ T he Artist as Antiquarian: Li Gonglin and His Study of Early Chinese
Art,” Artibus Asiae, 55 (1995), pp. 237–280; Yun-Chiahn C. Sena, “Cataloguing Antiquity: Song
Scholarship on Ancient Objects,” in Wu Hung ed., Reinventing the Past: Archaism and Antiquarianism in Chinese Art and Visual Culture (Chicago: Center for the Art of East Asia, University of
Chicago, 2010); Patricia Ebrey, Accumulating Culture: The Collections of Emperor Huizong, pp.
76–101.
40. Patricia Ebrey, Accumulating Culture: The Collections of Emperor Huizong, pp. 150–203.
41. For some earlier references to these types of dragons, see M. W. De Visser, T he Dragon in
China and Japan, pp. 72–83, Richard E. Strassberg, A Chinese Bestiary: Strange Creatures from
the Guideways through Mountains and Seas (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), p.
65, 93, 195, 205–206; Jean-Pierre Diény, Le Symbolisme du Dragon, passim; Roel Sterckx, T he
Animal and the Daemon, p. 125, 130, 132, 133, 154, 155, 190.
42. Attributed to Wang Fu, Bogu Tu, 4, p. 15a; 11, p. 26a.
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tions can be hazarded. As a directional animal, the dragon is always referred to as
long.43 Long by itself is only rarely used for Shang and Zhou pieces. Kui or kuilong is
used less sparingly (fig. 12). Chi is used for a wide range of forms, especially distinctly
animal-like handles, and does sometimes seem to have horns (fig. 13).44 Many of the
motifs labeled qiu or jiao are small stylized patterns without much that is distinctly animal-like (fig. 14). T he term long is used more freely for animals on Han and Tang
objects that are closer to the form the dragon took in Song times (fig. 15).
Decorating vessels with these images was not interpreted as we tend to do today,
as manifestations of auspicious yang. T he kui is said to be a greedy animal, and thus
decorating a vessel with images of the kui is a warning against greed, an interpretation
of it much like interpreting the taotie as a warning against gluttony. In one place we are
also told that chi differ from long in that they do not transform themselves the way long
do, which is again taken as cautionary. T he rise of kuilong, we are told, is associated
with thunder, which if it comes at the wrong time can cause harm, making it also cautionary. Qiu are said to express the idea of avoiding reckless movement, and their

▲

Fig. 12 Zhou cauldron with kui shaped legs
and kuilong decoration. Bogu Tu 3,
pp. 37a-38a.
▲ Fig. 13 Zhou wine warmer (he 盉) with chi
as handle. Bogu Tu 19, p. 45a.

43. An example: Bogu Tu, 1588 ed., 29, p. 15a.
44. I see no sign of a forked tail for chi, one of its key attributes according to Jan Wirgin, Sung
Ceramic Designs.
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depiction on a vessel is taken as a warning against causing harm.45
Did the honor given antiquities in court rituals carry over to the form given dragons at Huizong’s court? With the possible exception of seals, discussed below, I find little if any evidence that it did. T hat is, most of the images of dragons that Huizong associated himself with were fairly conventional, with no innovative links to antiquities. For
instance, the dragons on the decorated paper, though certainly attractive, are relatively
close to those in Yingzao Fashi or carved into stone at the Northern Song imperial
tombs. T he printed images do not exactly match anything in Yingzao Fashi or at the
tomb complex, but they share many features, especially in the proportions of the
dragon, the size of the head compared to the body, and so on, as well as the energy
conveyed by the twisting, curling tension of the long body and its sharp claws.
T he seals, however, are another story, and worth a brief detour as they allow us to
probe some of the complexities of Chinese emperorship. Seals fall roughly into two
categories, seals of office and individual seals.46 Seals of office certified that an order
came from the person authorized to issue it. Beginning with the first emperor of Qin in

Fig. 14 Intertwined qiu decoration on
Zhou cauldron. Bogu Tu 4, p. 31a

Fig. 15 Long head on a Han dou 斗.
Bogu Tu 20, p. 71.

45. Attributed to Wang Fu, Bogu Tu, 4, p. 9a; 4, p. 15a; 8, p. 7a; 11, p. 21b; 19, p. 54a.
46. T here is a large literature on Chinese seals. For brief introductions in English, see R. H. Van
Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art as Viewed by the Connoisseur (Rome: Instituto Italiano per il Medioed
Estremo Oriente, 1958), pp. 417–457; T. C. Lai, Chinese Seals (Seattle: University of Washington
Press, 1976); Jason C. Kuo, Word as Image: T he Art of Chinese Seal Engraving (New York: China
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the third century B. C., a group of seal were considered the imperial seals, the seals of
state associated with the office of emperor.47 T he inscriptions on them said “the seal of
the emperor,” “the seal of the Son of Heaven,” or sometimes longer phrases, such as
“Having received the mandate of Heaven, the emperor will live long and flourish” 受天
之命，皇帝壽昌. Seals were passed from one emperor to his successor, as regalia of
the throne, somewhat like crowns in the European tradition. New dynasties tried to
transmit the seals of their predecessors, but often they could not locate them, and it
was known that new seals were periodically carved. T he Song founder retained two
seals from the Later Zhou dynasty when he ended it, but also had new seals made.
Shenzong later had more seals made. Two years before Huizong came to the throne, a
seal was excavated in the vicinity of the ancient Qin capital, and it seemed to match
the description of one of the Qin seals. It was treated as a highly auspicious discovery
and was added to the set of Song imperial seals.48 Huizong wished to bring the number of seals up to nine—an auspicious Yang number—and requested a large piece of
jade from Khotan, which some years later he received. T he seal that Huizong had
made from this large piece of jade was nine inches across and inscribed with sixteen
characters. He received it with much pomp on New Year’s Day 1118.49 Imperial seals
have some links to dragon imagery, in that the knob on the top of the seal, by which it
could be held when making an impression, were often in the form of a dragon (usually
referred to as a chi dragon). T he inscriptions on them, however, seem never to mention dragons or depict them pictorially.
By Song times, even more common than seals of office were individual seals. In
the educated class, men had seals that could be used as a second signature, providing
material evidence that they had written something or agreed to something. T hose who
inscribed a painting or attached a colophon to it would add their seals. T hese seals
usually were a form of the owner’s name. Collectors also began to impress their seals
House Gallery, 1992); Tseng Yuho, A History of Chinese Calligraphy (Hong Kong: T he Chinese
University Press, 1993), pp. 97–115. Useful overviews in Chinese include Feng Zuomin, Zhongguo Yinpu (Chinese Seal Books)(Taipei: Yishu Tushu Gongsi, 1975); Luo Fuyi, Gu Xiyin Gailun
(General Discussion of Ancient Seals)(Beijing: Wenwu Chubanshe, 1981); Wang Beiyue, Zhuanke
Yishu (Seal Art)(Taipei: Hilit Publishing Co., Ltd., 1985).
47. Good overviews of imperial seals are found in Du You, Tongdian (Comprehensive Manual) (Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company, 1988), 63, pp. 1751–1770; and Ma Duanlin, Wenxian Tongkao
(Comprehensive Study of Literary Documents)(Taipei: Xinxing Shuju reprint of Shitong ed.), 115,
pp. 1033–1043.
48. See Zhao Yanwei (趙彥衛 ?–1206+), Yunlu Manchao (Random Jottings from the Foot of a Cloudy
Mountain) (Beijing: Gudian Wenxue Chubanshe, 1957), 15, p. 212 for a picture of this seal.
49. Zhao Yanwei, Yunlu Manchao, 15, pp. 222–223; cf. Huang Yizhou et al., Xu Zizhi Tongjian Changbian Shibu (Supplement to the Long Draft of the Continuation of the Comprehensive Mirror)(Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company, 2004), 36, p. 1152; 37, p. 1164.
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on paintings and calligraphies in their collections even when they did not write their
names, and the phrases on these seals were more varied.50 Li Yu 李煜 (937–978), the
last ruler of the Southern Tang, seems to have gone further that earlier rulers in putting seals on the paintings he owned. Guo Ruoxu 郭若虛 (fl. 1070–1075) lists six seals
he used to mark his paintings, reading, “Calligraphies and Paintings of the Inner
Halls,” “Seal of Union Within,” “Treasure of the Jianye Reading Room,” “Seal of the
Palace Director of Letters,” “Seal of the College of Letters of Assembled Worthies
Hall,” and “August Writing Seal of Assembled Worthies College.”51
Huizong had at least a dozen collector seals that he put on paintings and calligraphies, possibly modeling his practice on Li Yu.52 Some of these seals, like some of Li
Yu’s, refer to halls where paintings were kept; others said “imperial writing.” T he ones
that used reign period names, such as Zhenghe 政和 and Xuanhe 宣和, more directly
pointed to Huizong as these terms were popularly used to refer to the emperor. T he
two most interesting seals—and the ones relevant to Huizong’s use of dragon imagery—are the two which are commonly referred to as “double dragon” 雙龍 seals, one
circular (used on calligraphy) and one square (used on paintings).53 T hese two were
parts of a set of seals, each used in fixed positions on the work of art, which were put
on many valued works in Huizong’s collections. T he double-dragon seals were placed
just before the work along with a title giving the name of the artist and the name of the
work. In the case of calligraphy, the round seal came at the end of the title; in the case
of painting, the seal was put over the top of the inscription. See Fig. 16.
Huizong’s double-dragon seals are in no sense conventional for his time and
place. First, they do not depict words or characters, but are pictures. Yet the pictures
seem to resemble characters at first glance—they are made out of connected, curved
lines. In addition, there is the question of why two dragons rather than one. After all,
the emperor was a singular individual, the “one man” of classical tradition. Shouldn’t
he be matched by an equally singular dragon? We are all used to the dragon robes of

50. Van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art, p. 425.
51. Guo Ruoxu, Tuhua Jianwenzhi, 6, p.251; Alexander C. Soper (trans.), Kuo Jo-hsü's Experiences in
Painting, pp. 101–102. On Li Yu’s practices, see also Chen Pao-chen, “Emperor Li Hou-chu as a
Calligrapher, Painter, and Collector,” in Selected Essays on Court Culture in Cross-Cultural Perspective (Taipei: National Taiwan University Press, 1999), pp. 133–169, and Chen Baozhen, Li
Houzhu he Tade Shidai (Li Yu and his Period)(Beijing: Peking University Press, 2009).
52. On his collector seals and his use of them, see Patricia Ebrey, Accumulating Culture: The Collections of Emperor Huizong, pp. 114–121, 373–391.
53. T he earliest reference I have found to these seals as “double dragon” seals is in Zhou Mi (周密
1232–1308), Yunyan Guoyan Lu (Record of Clouds and Mist Passing Before One’s Eyes)(Siku
Quanshu ed.), 2, p. 15b; 2, p. 19b; 4, p. 6a; Ankeney Weitz (trans.), Zhou Mi’s Record of Clouds
and Mist Passing Before One’s Eyes (Leiden: Brill Academic Publishers, 2002), p. 113, 137, 150.
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Fig. 16 Title strips with Huizong’s Double-Dragon seals.

Ming and Qing emperors and they squarely put a single dragon in the center front.
Isn’t this what one would expect for an emperor?
I have found no models for Huizong’s dragon seals. Earlier imperial seals,
whether from the rare cases where impressions survive, or from textual sources, are
not at all close. T he Tang chronicler of painting Zhang Yanyuan 張彥遠 (847) mentions
seals of the Tang emperors Taizong 太宗 and Xuanzong 玄宗 reading Zhenguan 貞觀
and Kaiyuan 開元 respectively, which both are reign period names.54 Zhang Yanyuan
discusses dozens of other seals as well, none of them comparable None of Li Yu’s
seals had non-word symbols.55 Histories of seals record late Zhou and Han seals that
show pictures of animals, but they seem more picture-like, rather than resembling
writing the way Huizong’s seals do.56 Zeng Yuho suggests that these pictorial seals
54. Zhang Yanyuan (張彥遠 fl. 820–850), Lidai Minghua Ji (Famous Paintings from Past Dynasties)
(Siku Quanshu ed.), 3, p. 6a; William Acker (trans.), Some T’ang and Pre-T’ang Texts on Painting
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1954), pp. 231–241.
55. Guo Ruoxu, Tuhua Jianwenzhi, 6, p. 251; Alexander C. Soper (trans.), Kuo Jo-hsü's Experiences in
Painting, p. 101.
56. For examples, see Luo Fuyi, Gu Xiyin Gailun, pp. 35–36; Wang Beiyue, Zhuanke Yishu, p. 82; T.
C. Lai, Chinese Seals, pp. 193–198.
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reflect contact with the world outside of China. “T hese are related to the art of the
Ordos, with clear influence from Mesopotamia.” 57
Two possible sources for Huizong’s innovation in the design of his double dragon
seals should be considered: his collection of antiquities and his interests in Daoism.
None of the imagery labeled dragon imagery in the antiquities catalogue seems a
direct source for the seals. T he bell handle in fig. 9 does have two opposed dragons,
but they do not face each other; moreover they are mirror images of each other, rather
than fitting into each other a little more like a yin-yang symbol the way Huizong’s
paired dragons do. T here is also a mirror with two dragons (fig. 17), but it has no connection to Huizong’s seals, as on it the dragons are chasing each other around in a circle, not standing facing each other. T his circular pattern is a very common design in
China when two animals are presented in a circular space, and
used also for fish, tigers, lions,
and so on. 58 Depictions of two
animals that confront each other
can be found on textiles influenced by Persian or Central
Asian designs, most of Tang or
earlier date.59 Occasionally, the
opp-osed animals are dragons
(fig. 18). T his textile patter n
may have had some currency
during Song times, as a mirror
dated to the Song shows a similar design (fig. 19).60
Even if the stylized dragons
on bronzes do not seem to have
inspired Huizong’s double dragFig. 17 Mirror with two dragons chasing each
on seals, there was another eleother. Bogu Tu, 30, p. 21b.
ment of his antiquities collection
57. Tseng Yuho, A History of Chinese Calligraphy, p. 99.
58. For some examples, see Jessica Rawson, Chinese Ornament, pp. 113–115.
59. For examples, see, James C. Y. Watt et al., China: Dawn of a Golden Age (New York: Metropolitan Museum, 2004), p. 273, 336, 339.
60. National Palace Museum, Qianxi Nian Songdai Wenwu Dazhan, p. 448. See also Chu Ge, Long
Shi, p. 338. Mirrors of similar design are said to have been widely found in Hunan, Zhejiang, and
Fujian.
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that may well have had some indirect influence: the rubbings of the inscriptions found
on them. Antiquities Illustrated has 273 rubbings of Shang or Zhou bronze inscriptions.
Many of the graphs on them are quite pictorial. Sometimes the authors of the catalogue came to the conclusion that a graph did not represent a word, but was a straightforward picture of an animal, a vessel, and so on (see fig. 20). Look, for instance, at the
graph the cataloguers thought was long, dragon, and the one they interpreted as chai
蠆, scorpion. T hey seem to have interpreted them more as pictures than as early
forms of the characters. Similarly, one graph is read as “moon, fish, base,” which
seems essentially to be reading the parts as pictures. At times, the cataloguers make
this explicit, for instance in the case where they read “form of a sacrificial animal.” T he
catalogue contains many more examples of this sort. If Huizong spent a lot of time poring over these rubbings, he might have been inspired to invent graphs that were more
picture-like himself.
Another possible source of inspiration is Daoist talismans.61 Huizong definitely

▲

▲Fig. 18 Opposed dragons on an eighth century Turfan
textile. Xinjiang Museum. After China: Dawn of a
Golden Age, 200–750 AD, p. 341.
Fig. 19 Song mirror with opposed dragons. Collection of the
National Palace Museum, Taiwan, Republic of China.
61. For good introductions to this literature, see Catherine Despeux, “ Talismans and Sacred
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Fig. 20 Inscription tracings in Antiquities Illustrated that have pictorial elements.

spent time poring over them. He is known to have had an interest in talismans from
early in his reign, when he corresponded with Liu Hunkang 劉混康, the twentieth-fifth
patriarch of the Shangqing tradition, about them.62 Later in his reign, Huizong sponDiagrams,” in Livia Kohn ed., Daoism Handbook (Leiden: Brill Academic Publishers, 2000) and
Franciscus Verellen, “ T he Dynamic Design: Ritual and Contemplative Graphics in Daoist Scriptures,” in Benjamin Penny ed., Daoism in History: Essays in Honour of Liu Ts’un-yan (London:
Routledge, 2006), pp. 159–186.
62. See Caroline Gyss-Vermande, “Lettres de Song Huizong au maître du Maoshan Liu Hunkang, ou
le patronage impérial comme pratique de dévotion,” in Hommage À Kwong Hing Foon: Études
d’histoire culturelle de la Chine (Paris: College de France, Institute des hautes études chinoises,
1995) and Patricia Ebrey, “ Taoism and Art at the Court of Song Huizong,” in Steven Little and
Shawn Eichman eds., Taoism and the Arts of China (Chicago: Art Institute of Chicago, 2000), pp.
95–111.
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Fig. 21 Taishang Sanwu Zhengyi Mengwei
Lu 太上三五正一盟威籙 (Daozang,
28, p. 460).

sored the collection of Daoist texts and
had a canon compiled. 6 3 A glance
through Daoist books with talismans
that are dated to his time or earlier suggests that they could have given Huizong a variety of ideas. Examples from
the Tang work, Tai-shang sanwu zhengyi
mengwei lu in Fig. 21, show that pictorial
elements, such as star maps, are not
rare. Talismans often use curved lines,
and sometimes even show faces. Huizong’s seals are cer tainly not directly
based on talismans for dragons, but then
these talismans are not all alike either.
In addition, Daoists also made use of
seals that used archaic-seeming scripts
(fig. 22) and their “cloud script” (fig. 23)
is also wavy.
How do these dragon seals fit in the
larger body of imperial dragon imagery?
What made the emperor an emperor
was a set of practices and conventions
that did not change each time a new
ruler acceded to the throne. To work
they had to be timeless. Most of the
dragon imagery connected to the throne
represents the of fice of emperor. Yet
emperors were at the same time individual men, with personal habits, preferences, talents, and personality quirks.
By Song times, personal seals were a
common means of expressing individual
identity among literati. Huizong found a
way to take the dragon—symbol of office
—and make it also function as a symbol

63. Michel Strickmann, “ T he Longest Taoist Scripture,” History of Religions, 17.3/4 (1978), pp. 331–
354.
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Fig. 22 Daoist seals in Shangqing Lingbao Dafa 上清靈寳大法 27 (Daozang, 30, p. 902).

Fig. 23 “Cloud script” used on a stone stelae announcing Huizong’s Daoist revelations. After
ao Sheng 耀生, “Yaoxian shike wenzi lue zhi” 耀縣石刻文字略志, Kaogu 1965.3, p. 147.

of himself. T his suggests that even with an institution as dominating as the imperial
institution, there was still room for more private, creative uses of material and visual
culture. One might have thought that the dragon was an over-used image, too common
to be used to say anything fresh. Yet Huizong could take the imperial dragon and
refashion it into something quite innovative.
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Discussion
Let me return to the issues I raised at the beginning of this essay about the connections between what historians can learn from texts and what they can learn from
images and material objects. When do the two reinforce each other, or fill gaps left by
the other, or create tensions with the other? To be more concrete, does Huizong’s use
of the dragon image convey anything about the ways imperial authority was created or
asserted in Song times that we would not learn as easily or well just reading the usual
texts? It is common for art historians to draw on texts to illuminate objects that have
sur vived from the past. Can historians (or art historians, for that matter) draw on
objects to illuminate the texts they more typically use?
In the case examined here, I see ievidence that the image of the dragon played a
part both in making the throne seem remote, linked to the authority of antiquity, and
in making it approachable, linked to popular culture. T he material images sometimes
conveyed ideas better than they could be conveyed in texts, but not always.
Consider, first, imperial ritual. T here are vastly more texts that illuminate the
archaicizing side of ritual than texts that show how imperial ritual would have drawn
from or contributed to popular culture of the time. From the vast New Form of the Five
Classes of Rituals Issued in the Zhenghe Period we know the steps taken and the names
of implements used in all sorts of rituals and protocols, from the reception of foreign
envoys, to the capping of princes, to offerings made at shrines of many different divinities, to the grand sacrifice at the suburban altar. We are told when an object was decorated with dragon imagery, but we do not know what forms these dragons took or
whether they were large enough for participants to see from a distance. Some texts
can be used to supplement the ritual codes. From Dreams of Splendor of the Eastern
Capital 東京夢華錄 we get something of the observer’s perspective on the appearance
of the emperor’s carriage outside the palace for a wide variety of activities, not all of
them described in the ritual manual.64 Although both of these texts mention the use of
dragon imagery, they do not provide much help in understanding what that dragon
imagery was doing or even what it looked like. Because the dragon is so ancient, the
dragon decoration the ritual books list for imperial carriages, staffs, gongs, drums,
robes, banners, canopies, streamers, curtains, could have been yet another nod to

64. T his is brought out quite well in Stephen H. West, “ T he Emperor Sets the Pace: Court and Consumption in the Eastern Capital of the Northern Song During the Reign of Huizong,” in Lin
Yao-fu, ed., Selected Essays on Court Culture in a Cross-Cultural Perspective (Taipei: National Taiwan University, 1999), pp. 25–50.
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ancient forms, important to the sanctifying of the imperial institution, but not closely
connected to popular culture of the period. T he surviving images of imperial dragons
suggest, by contrast, a close connection to popular culture. T hus, in this case, images
and texts were doing different things, texts created legitimacy by asserting links to
antiquity, the images resonating with popular culture. Some tension, however, can be
inferred from the sumptuar y rules issued concerning images of the dragon. T he
throne was not entirely comfortable with the connections between the imperial dragon
and the dragon of popular culture even if it also benefited from them.
T he case of Huizong’s dragon seals is quite different. In this case, the connections
are not to popular culture but to visual symbols only rarefied circles understood—they
convey mystery and arcane knowledge. T hey help us think about a side of emperorship widely recognized to exist but not easy to fully grasp. And probably very few people ever saw them. T heir relationship to texts is also different. We can explain the
seals by reference to Huizong’s Daoism and his interest in antiquity, but it would be
untrue to argue that the seals help us deepen our understanding of Huizong as a Daoist or an antiquarian—those topics are so amply documented that two more images,
even ones we are confident that Huizong chose himself, can contribute relatively little.
T his is a case where texts help us understand the image but the image contributes relatively little to helping us understand the texts.
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徽宗和皇龍：探索皇權的物質文化
伊沛霞
西雅圖華盛頓大學歷史系

摘

要

本文經由對宋徽宗（1100 到 1125 年在位）的個案分析來探究龍的皇權形象。
徽宗把龍的形象應用在他所澆鑄的鐘鼎、印刷的紙張和雕刻的石頭上面。宋徽宗的
《宣和畫譜》前所未有的把龍和魚歸為一類，其《博古圖》也對古代器具上龍的形
象進行了很多討論。
宋徽宗的兩個「雙龍」印章吸引了學界的注意，因為從古至今印章就一直與皇
權有密切的聯繫， 然而就其所在的時空而言， 宋徽宗的雙龍印章一點也不符合傳
統。首先，這些印章上面沒有雕刻文字，取而代之的是圖像，然而，這些圖像乍看
似乎又像字符，因為圖像是由相互連接的彎曲線條組成的。此外，還有一個問題：
為什麼是兩條龍，而不是一條龍？畢竟，皇帝是獨一無二的，在傳統中被稱為「一
人」。本文將考察徽宗在設計雙龍印章時兩個可能的創新依據：他所收藏的金石拓
片和他對道教符咒的興趣。
這些印章啓發我們重新思考皇權的物質文化。皇帝之所以成為皇帝，靠的是一
整套永恆不變的實踐和傳統。大部分和君王相關的龍的圖像代表了皇位。然而，皇
帝同時又是一個個體，有自己的習慣、喜好、天賦和怪癖。在宋代的文人圈子中，
印章是一個用來表達自我認同的普遍方式。宋徽宗找到了用龍這一皇位的符號來同
時象徵他自己這一個體。這表明即使是在有如此支配性地位的皇權制度中，仍然存
在個性化和創造性運用物質和視覺文化的空間。對於徽宗而言，龍的形象一方面把
皇位和古代的權威連接起來，從而使其看起來高高在上；而另一方面又和大眾文化
相關聯，從而變得易於接近。
關鍵詞：宋徽宗，龍，物質文化，皇權制度，印章
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